Conference - Belief, Curiosity, Knowledge and Cognition

Provisional Programme
28th – 29th August, 2015
Hotel sv. Križ, Trogir, Croatia

Friday, 28th August

14:30 – 15:00 Registration and Welcome

15:00 – 15:45¹ Simon Gaine - Is there still a place for Christ’s infused knowledge in Catholic theology?

15:45 – 16:30: Paweł Klimczak – Does knowledge give us salvation?

16:30 – 17:15 Edmond Eh - Responses to Evidentialism in Contemporary Religious Epistemology: Plantinga and Swinburne in Conversation with Aquinas

17:15 – 17:45 (Coffee) Break

17:45 – 18:30 Carsten Barwasser - Melchior Cano’s „loci theologici“ and the authority of the „other places“: Mapping the landscape of theological argumentation and the justification of faith.

18:30 – 19:15 Stjepan Radić - Cognitivism in Modern Ethics – cognitive character of feelings and the role they play in morals

¹ Each presentation consists of a 30 min talk and 15 min discussion
Saturday, 29th August

9:00 – 9:45 Mikolaj Slawkowski Rode - *Limits of The Knowable: Death, The Ineffable, and Otherness.*

9:45 – 10:30 Ralph Weir - *Aesthetics and the Limits of Human Knowledge*

10:30 – 11:00 (Coffee) Break

11:00 – 11:45 Bruno Petrušić – *Is consciousness explained?*

11:45 – 12:30 Marinko Vidović – *Faith as knowledge*

12:30 Lunch

15:30 – 16:15 Gašpar – Garmaz - *Christian beliefs and teaching in Fr. Zorčić's writings*

16:15 – 17:30 Closing Session and Evaluation of the Conference

For any information concerning the conference (registration, participation etc.), please contact: Srećko Koralija (regens@dominikanci.hr)